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ABSTRACT

The Riley Stoker ash reburn system was developed in response to a
growing wood burning industry need for reduction of ash volume and
more efficient carbon burnout. Riley's experience in wood and fuel
burning, coupled with Customer feedback, indicated that
improvements in traditional ash reinjection or overfire air systems
would not yield the significant improvements that were now called
for. Consequently a system was developed that utilizes an external
ash reburn chamber looped in a parallel combustion path with the
existing stoker.

The system that will be discussed in this paper comprises an ash
reburn chamber, which is fed with ash from the existing ash
handling system (modified to reroute ash to the chamber), inlet air
ducting, outlet gas breeching, and controls to make up a complete
package. Combustion air is taken from a separate combustion air fan
located below the combustion chamber.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental pressures on the lumber and pulp and paper industry
to conserve trees have led to increased costs for once abundant
waste wood fuel. Simultaneous environmental pressures on limiting
of landfill space have driven costs of landfilling boiler ash to
new highs. These two factors combine for a new look at reducing
both the ash volume and its carbon content by more efficient ash
reburning.

This paper will discuss a new parallel combustion system to reduce
ash volume by reburning. The system comprises inlet transfer
conveyors, an ash reburn chamber, outlet conveyor, outlet
breeching, and a separate combustion air fan to complete the
system. Its bubbling bed, low velocity combustion is much more
complete and efficient than the traditional cinder reinjection.
System configuration, performance considerations, and economic
factors will be discussed.

The first system of this type is has been designed and is being
installed at the Fairhaven Power plant in Eureka, California. It is
scheduled to be on line by mid-November, burning some twenty
four(24) tons of wood ash per day.
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